Students of the Month – March 2019
6th grade
Jayleigh Hunter - Boat House is very proud to nominate Jayleigh Hunter as Student of the Month. Jayleigh consistently
applies the principles of the O’Maley School Pledge. During Homeroom, classes, and Lunch she demonstrates kindness
and respect to her peers and teachers. Jayleigh works hard at meeting deadlines for all school assignments and often
stays after with teachers to complete her work. Jayleigh will often ask clarifying questions about her assignments in
order to turn in work that is complete and accurate. The O’Maley community is fortunate to have such an exemplar of
strong and positive leadership.
Layce Frost - Demonstrates all the SAILS values every day in class. She is helpful in the classroom, putting up chairs,
picking up papers without being asked. She has taken responsibility for her own academics and goes out of her way to
rewrite notes and use other strategies to help her comprehension and understanding. She is kind to classmates and
always has a smile. Living the SAILS values has truly brought Layce success.
Evan Mione - Evan Mione is our pick for student of the month. Evan stood out this term as someone who represents
SAILS values in both his academics and his social interactions. Evan leads by example, is a supportive friend and a
classmate who contributes to classes by sharing his ideas and working hard. While he is a young man of integrity, he
has a playful (even mischievous) side and is quick with a smile. Light House is happy to have you as a student, keep up
the great work!

7th grade
Dirigo House - Antricia Peniknos - Antricia began the year preferring siting in the back and not being called on during
discussions. She offers a true dedication and strong work ethic. Antricia has grown academically and socially. She now,
more often, chooses a seat toward the front and she raises her hand more often to actively participate. Along with her
academic success, Antricia models polite behavior. Among other positive traits, she is kind, considerate and respectful
toward her friends, peers and teachers. She has reached out to our newest member of Dirigo, making sure this new
student is where she needs to be and has welcomed her into her lunch group. Congratulations, Antricia, for showing all
SAILS values through your day to day actions as a citizen of O'Maley.
Phoenix House - Lindzy Silva - Lindzy graciously works with others and sets an example of showing kindness to her
classmates. She quietly and consistently works hard to complete her schoolwork, even when there are many
distractions. She is persistent and perseveres. Because of these strong character qualities Lindzy shows leadership,
acceptance, integrity and service and ends up having success!
Beauport House - Sam Cook - Sam is the Beauport house choice for student of the month because he is pretty amazing!
He applies himself to his studies, is so very polite to everyone, and is always accepting and eager to help others. Sam is
such an enthusiastic learner that it helps to encourage others. He is someone you can always count on and his integrity
truly stands out. Whether he's turning in found money or going out of his way to help set something new in the class,
Sam stands out as someone who will step up and step in and that says a lot lot!

8th grade
Ocean House - 109 - Griffin Towne - Griffin is an excellent student with a very bright mind. He quickly comes up to
solutions to new problems and contributes positively to the class's learning. Griffin is a great example of SAILS
Acceptance as he is kind and always a good friend.
Beach House - 104 - Lexie Mateo - Lexie is a great example of SAILS Integrity. She is polite and shows respect to all and
always gives her best. Lexie was chosen to represent O'Maley at Arlington National Cemetery and she did so with dignity
and we were so proud of her!
Anchor House - Noah Willett - Noah is very kind to his classmates and is super helpful to his teachers. He is really
encouraging whenever he is in a group with others and shows great SAILS Leadership skills. Noah is dependable and
conscientious and is a solid anchor in Anchor House!

